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SYNOPSIS: inis paper presents a  simple, all-automatic stress path control triaxial testing system developed at (he Tampere University of Technology 

In Finland. At first technical composition of the new equipment is described and after that different variations of autom atic stress path control 

available are presented. Finally some actual test results from practical applications of the new system are given.
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A X IA L  LOAD CO NTR O LLED 

BY A STEPPING MOTOR

INTRODUCTION

In year 1983 a research project on developing automatic geotechnical 

laboratory testing equipment was started at the Tampere University of 

Technology. At first an automatic oedometer device was developed and later 

on a triaxial equipment was integrated into the same testing system / l ,2/. 

Since then the new systems have been abundantly used both in research and 

in consultant laboratories in Finland. The latest step in the development work 

was completed in 1992 when an easy-to-use, automatic stress path control 

system was constructed in connection to the standard triaxial equipment built 

earlier.

HARDWARE FOR STRESS PATII CONTROL

In principle the most versatile controlling of the axisymmetric stress stale in 

a triaxial test sample calls for possibilities to independent regulation of 

confining pressure around the sample, axial load on the sample and back

pressure inside of the test sample. In addition, means for pore water pressure 

and sample volume change measurements are required.

Requirements mentioned above are fulfilled in the testing system presented 

here with minimum refinements to a standard type of triaxial cell used 

earlier (Fig. 1). The only significant accessories are computer controlled 

regulators for cell pressure and back pressure.

After some trials with commercial devices the pressure regulators were 

decided to be built self-made by operating a mechanical pressure regulator 

with a stepping motor (Fig. 2). Accuracy of control accomplished in that 

way - less that 0,5 kPa - was found to be well enough for both cell pressure 

and back pressure regulation.

In automatic volume change measurement of the test sample a sensitive 

electronic balance was used already in the basic version of the triaxial 

equipment Therefore no modifications in volume change measurement 

system were needed.

PORE PRESSURE 

TRANSDUCER

F|g.l. Simplified composition of the new stress path controlled triaxial 

testing system.

In each of the tree pressure measurements strain gage type of pressure 

transducers are used. All transduces are also connected to a data logger, from 

which the pressure data is transerred to a micro computer controlling the test 

progress.

Axial loading of the test sample is accomplished by a stepping motor 

operated loading frame. Due to its technical composition a stepping motor is 

best suitable for very accurate strain control of the test sample, but if 

properly controlled it can be well used in stress contolled test stages as well

(Fig- 5)-
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Fig. 2. Principle o f  the com puter controlled pressure regulators.

SOFTWARE FOR STRESS PATII CONTROL

To provide versatile bul at Ihe same time easy-to-use possibilities for 

controlling Ihe triaxial stress state of Ihe test sample a control program with 

number of diffent options was developed. So far the program includes 

following types of control which can be aibitraryly combined successively:

Consolidation wit bout horizontal deformations - K,-lest

In maintaining the K„-condition (e, = e, = 0) in the test sample Ihe 

automatic volume change measurement wilh the electronic balance is 

utilized. The control rule for adjusting axial strain of the sample is jusl 

simply to make it equal to the volumetric strain (e, = e j .  In that way it is 

also passible to make a lest corresponding to an oedometer test without any 

side friction, if Ihe lest is continued long enough.

The rate of K0-consolidation can be affected by selling a limit value to Ihe 

excess pore water pressure al the undrained bottom end of the lest sample. 

The value can be given either as an absolute pressure value or expressed 

proportional to the cell pressure.

Consolidation without shear deformations • a-test

Another special type of deformation control included into Ihe control 

program is such that the sample is consolidated without shear deformations. 

In other words it means that all three principal strains must be kepi equal 

(e, = e2 = *,). In Finland the test type is often called a-lest 131.

In principle a-tesl facilitates easy localization of an inclined yield surface 

typical for anisotropic soft Scandinavian clays (Fig. 3). The point at which 

yield surface is intersected by the a-line should namely be Ihe rightmost 

point of Ihe yield surface al which Ih e plastic shear strain increment is zero  

provided lhal an associated now rule is valid.

In a-consolidaled tests Ihe testing rate can be affected just like in Kn-tesls by 

setting an appropriate limit value to Ihe exess pore water pressure in the 

undrained sample end.

Control along a linear stress path

The stress path controlled iriaxial lest can also be run stress controlled along 

a linear stress path in any direction in Ihe positive quadrant of pq-stress 

space. By combining successive linear pieces an almoast arbitrary stress path 

can be composed (Fig. 4). One of the simplest applications of that type of 

stress control could be of course anisotropic consolidation of the test sample 

before other test stages.

Fig. 3. Principle o f the so called a-test.

Drained test with variable deformation rate

Because proper choice of deformation rate in advance in a drained triaxial 

test has sometimes proved lo be a serious problem, possibility for automatic 

strain rate control was included into the control program as well. In lhal case 

the control system is optimizing the deformation rale so that a predetermined 

absolute or relative excess pore water pressure limit value is maintained in 

the sample troughout the lesl.

Undrained test with pore pressure measurement

In any slage of the lest procedure the sample can be automatically set to 

undrained conditions for the standard type of shearing with constant 

deformation rale and excess pore water pressure measurement.

Fig. 4. A combination of linear stress paths in pq-slress space.
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SOME TEST RESULT EXAMPLES The lest consisted of Gve stress controlled stages followed by drained 

shearing under constant confining pressure is  follows:

Compared to the more or less straightforward applications of stress path 

testing alreary mentioned. Figure 5 presents an example of somewhat more 

complicated test procedure. The test was performed with clayey silt sample 

with organic content of about 2,5% from a depth of 3,9 m. Sample was 

taken from a river embankment which had experienced high excess pore 

water pressures and local failures. The main purpose of the test was to 

determine the location of yield surface.

C
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Stage 1 was performed with constant stress ratio Aq/Ap’ = 0,2 until a 

rapid increase in excess pore water pressure was noticed at effective 

hydrostatic pressure of about p'= 45 kPa (Fig. 6).

After that stage 1 was stopped and the test was continued along a 

vertical stress path a distance of Aq = 30 kPa.

Next a horizontal stress path was followed until a rapid increase in 

excess pore water pressure was again detected at about p’ = 64 kPa.

In the fourth stage a linear stress path was again followed to the left a 

distance of Ap' = -40 kPa.

In the last stress controlled step the sample was brought into failure 

above the critical state line along a vertical stress path upwards.

After failure the idea was to continue the test with drained shearing 

until the critical slate line is reached, but unfortunately the 

predetermined maximum deformation criteria was met before that and 

the test was automatically stopped.

Overall duration of the test sequence explained above was about 14 days. 

The test result suggests a very much inclined yield surface which was later 

on confirmed with additional stress and strain controlled tests.

Figure 7 presents and example of two tests with uniform sand in which 

dw = 0,71 mm, Cu = d^/d 10 — 2,5 and = 17,3 kN/m’ at 5,8 %. 

Tests were performed at relative densities of 80 % and 90 %. The samples 

were first ^-consolidated and thereafter sheared in drained conditions under 

constant cell pressure. The coefficients of earth pressure at rest obtained 

were 0,35 and 0,24 respectively and friction angles 36,3° and 42,8* 

respectively. In a series of normal drained triaxial tests a friction angle of 

39,4° was determined at relative density of 88 %.

Fig. 5. An example of multi-stage stress path controlled triaxial test (full 

line = effectice stress path, dotted line = total stress path).

p =  Q ,+2a ,  

3
kPa

P =
0 ,-1-203

kPa
Fig. 7. ((„-consolidated drained tests with sand samples.

Fig. 6. Rapid increase in excess pore water pressure during the first stress 

controlled test stage.
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CONCLUSIONS

A versatile, all-automatic stress path controlled triaxial testing system is 

developed wilh only minor additions to a standard type of triaxial equipment. 

Using experiences of the first half year are suggesting the new equipment to 

be and effective tool for research purposes. Because of its simplicity it seems 

to have also potential to become a very usable device for consultant 

laboratories as well.
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